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welcome
Málaga, international homeport to the Med 
& the Atlantic

If you visited Málaga in 2007 or earlier, you definitely need to revisit: 

a new Port has been created, very especially as a cruise Port. The 

destination has also evolved greatly, the historical city center being 

pedestrianized and new attractions being born in the province and 

in Andalucía.

New cruise-dedicated berths and terminals allowing Málaga to 

receive every single cruise ship in the world, new and personalized 

services, all the efforts from the Port Authority, the Port Community 

and the Tourist Administrations working to achieve a common goal: 

providing the best service, and fostering the increase of cruise calls 

and passengers in Malaga, specifically in homeport operations.

Because Málaga offers everything a cruise ship and cruise 
passengers need from a homeport: air links, a hotel industry, port 
facilities, as well as an excellent choice for pre & post cruise stays.

Getting back to our first words, a visit is undoubtedly the way to 
get updated; in the meantime, we are very pleased to show you 
through these pages. Welcome.

the port
The Port of Málaga is located in Southern Spain, and because of its 

strategic location it can be considered in routes to the Med & to the 

Atlantic, in this last case going both North & South.

It provides an easy access for ships, and trouble-free weather 

conditions all year round, as for winds and waves. Tides are not an 

issue either, with a tide level range of max. 0.80m.
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Total cruise berthing area length  => 1,312 lm

 Quay n. 2 ADL North berth South berth Eastern quay

Corresponding terminal Palm Grove Terminal A Terminal A Terminal B Terminal B

Length (m) 245 110 204 198 555

Width (m) 15 23 25 25 13,5

Depth (m) 10 10,50 12 12 17

Max. Ship length 220 280 340 340 No limit

Distance between bo-
llards (m) 16/18 12/30 16 16 18/43

Distance between first 
and last bollard (m) 245 280 390 390 555

Max. Strength capacity of 
bollards (mt) 100 100 150 150 100

Type of fenders Cylindrical  
Ø 1000 Cell #2500 Cell #3000 Cell #3000 Cell #2500

Model DC  Ø 1000 SC-1250H SC-1600H SC-1600H SC-800D

Distance between fen-
ders (m) 25 30 16 16 28

Turning basin depth (m) 11 13,50 13,50 16 16

Height of quay edge over 
low tide (m) 2,10 2,60 3,20 3,25 3

Connection to passenger 
terminal

1 Mobile gan-
gway Shuttle bus 2 Mobile gan-

gways
1 Mobile gan-

gway Shuttle bus

Mobile gangway heights 
over low tide (m) 2,10/14,00  - 9,00/13,00 7,00/11,00  -

cruise terminals

Cruceros Málaga is the terminal operator of the three cruise 

terminals in the Port of Málaga: Terminal A, Terminal B and the 

Palm Grove Terminal. The company has invested heavily in port 

facilities to provide full turnaround and transit services in these 

three cruise-traffic dedicated terminals where rendering a wide 

range of specialized services to cruise passengers. 

Cruceros Málaga has become a standard of quality to cruise 

service at the national level by being the first port in Spain to 

obtain a Quality Service Certification in Cruise Traffic.

Cruceros Málaga is a subsidiary of the Global Ports Holding, 

the world’s largest cruise port operator with an established 

presence in the Mediterranean and Asia-Pacific regions. Global 

Ports Holding currently controls a portfolio of ten leading ports 

in seven different countries.  

FULL TURNAROUND
& TRANSIT SERVICE
Terminals A & B

CITY CENTER
PALM GROVE
Terminal

cruise berths
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terminal A

Terminal A was designed applying the latest requirements 

concerning safety and security, it fully complies with the International 

Ship and Port Security Code (ISPS), and is divided in two levels to 

handle passengers and luggage separately.

Handling of luggage is carried out with the help of 4 carousels 

comprising 800 linear meters in total to handle 7,000 pieces of 

luggage in just 2.5hours. Another remarkable characteristic of 

its modernity is that it is equipped with two passenger boarding 

bridges, unique in the Mediterranean, specially designed for the 

new generation of ships with overhanging lifeboats. It has already 

received the biggest cruise ships of the kind of Genesis from RCCL 

or Dream Class from Carnival, having demonstrated that our cruise 

facilities are prepared for every single cruise ship in the world.

Turnaround Terminal

Technical information
Indoor area 7,715sqm

Ground floor:

Luggage drop-off and baggage 
claim 4 conveyor belts 
Custom 
Information panels

First floor:

Security control and Custom 
46 check-in counter desks 
Embarking area 
Waiting area 
Shopping area 
VIP room 
Snack area

Boarding bridges: 2

Transit passengers: No limit

Turnaround passengers: 4,000

Distance to Waterfront / city center: 0.75 km / 2 km

Outside services:
Parking area for shorex coaches, 
public shuttle, taxi rank, rent-a-car, 
long-stay parking
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terminal B

Terminal B offers full turnaround and transit services to cruise 

passengers, and it can operate up to three ships simultaneously 

in transit and/or turnaround. The Terminal is divided in two floors, 

housing several services such as: security, passenger embarkation/

disembarkation, luggage drop off and pick up, check-in area, 

waiting and shopping area, as well as other public areas.

This facility also has a modern boarding bridge that enables a 

more secure and safe embarkation of passengers, away and well 

separated from ship operations (provisions, water & fuel supply, 

luggage loading, etc.). 

When operating several cruise ships simultaneously, Cruceros 

Málaga guarantees an optimal signing and organization of 

operations, to ensure a convenient and easy access for cruise 

passengers. Terminal B also fully complies with the ISPS code.

Operates several cruise ships simultaneously

Technical information

Indoor area: 8,367sqm

Ground floor:

Luggage drop-off and baggage 
claim 
Security control and Custom 
Shopping area 
Snak area 
Embarking area, Gate C 
Waiting area and other public areas

First floor:
40 check-in counter desks 
Embarking area, gates A and B 
Waiting area

Boarding bridges: 1

Transit passengers: No limit

Turnaround passengers: 4,000

Distance to Waterfront / city center: 0.75 km / 2 km

Outside services:
Parking area for shorex coaches, 
public shuttle, taxi rank, rent-a-car, 
long-stay parking.



Technical information

Indoor area: 858sqm

Ground floor:
Luggage drop-off and baggage claim 
Security control

First floor:

Security control, Custom 
Check-in counter desks 
Embarking area 
Waiting area

Boarding bridges: 1

Distance to city center: 0.2 km

Outside services:
Parking area for shorex coaches, taxi 
rank

palm grove terminal

The Palm Grove Terminal is located in “The Palm Grove of 

Surprises” waterfront, an emblematic environment surrounded 

by gardens in the heart of the historical city center, being the 

Cathedral at only 5 minutes walking distance.

The facility fully complies with the International Ship and Port 

Security Code (ISPS). It is divided in two levels and is designed 

to operate small and medium size cruise ships up to 220 meters 

long. The terminal also has a boarding bridge specially designed 

according to a wide range of mobility to connect to the ship from 

the same pier level up to 14 meters over the water line.

In the heart of the historical city center

9 10
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port services

General Services – Port Authority: 24H

Regulation & maritime-land control
Ship calls programming

Berth authorizations
Control of operations

Safety and security
ISPS Code

Occupational risk prevention
Emergencies

Port Services – Private: 24H

Commercial Services – Private

Piloting VHF channel 11
2 boats

Mooring services 2 boats
3 vehicles

Tugs 2 tugs
6,300 hp/ 91 mt bollard pull

Marpol annex I Daily capacity >150 m3

Marpol annex V Daily capacity >200 m3

Passengers/luggage 2+1 terminals/ 18,864 +sqm
3+1 mobile gangways

Chandlers Water (30mt/h/point – 75mt/h/ship)
Fuel (tank / barge)

Supplies Available

Shuttle bus Inside operation area
Terminal – city center

Parking area 200(call)+200(turnar) cars
70 coaches

Commercial area 32,190 sqm 

Electric connection (AMP) Being studied  



the destination
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Málaga: the city Moreover, Malaga is a key popular destination for cruise passengers, 
due to a vast range of shore options, awarded as one of Europe’s best 
shorex destination in 2015. In fact, it is confirmed by 98% of cruise 
pas-sengers who affirmed they would recommend the destination or 
would revisit.

And no wonder. Costa del Sol’s capital is one of Europe’s most 
exciting cities for the last decade. Due to its cultural basis, the city is 
a mix of international museums and Andalucía’s local charm which 
boasts a revital-ized pedestrian-only monumental downtown, very 
convenient for walking. Arab and Roman heritage, Picasso and 36 
thematic museums, wonderful weather, flamenco, local gastronomy 
and shopping are the strong reasons for one of the most vibrant and 
revitalized destinations in the Med.

MALAGA, THE CITY OF FIVE SENSES

LIGHT AND COLOR
Malaga has undoubtedly the best climate in Europe, due to this golden 
area which enjoys more than 325 sunshine days all-year round.

COSMOPOLITAN
With a past of three thousand years of history, Malaga is currently the 
most dynamic and cosmopolitan large commercial city, mainly caused 
by its wealthy open society and a genuine lifestyle on which people 
from the five continents live together with locals.

ENTHUSIASTIC AND HOSPITABLE
The local Mediterranean personality is the authentic essence of a vital 
and hospitable society with an ex-traordinary sense of the livability of 
public spaces.

MALAGA CITY LOCATION 
LOCATION & MAJOR ATTRACTIONS

Malaga is located in Southern Spain, in a strategic situation between 
the provinces of Granada and Cadiz and nearby the provinces of 
Seville and Cordoba and Granada, all of them UNESCO World 
Heritage. Malaga currently counts on one of Europe’s best accesses 
by land, sea and air.

With a powerful and modern communications network, an international 
airport, the Spanish high-speed train and a huge hotel capacity, the 
city offers a rich and varied tourist offer with a definite boost in the last 
decade, becoming a marquee port in the Western Mediterranean.



FLAVOR
Healthy Malaga’s local cuisine prepared from natural 
products of the highest quality is used in dishes rang-ing 
from the most traditional tapas to the most sophisticated 
and delicious.

CULTURE
Malaga offers a marvelous and ancient monumental 
heritage, on a Roman, Arab and Catholic building ba-sis, 
the city is a true and attractive blending of cultures.

Its thousand-year old history emerged from the sea, with the 
first mariners and traders who three thou-sand years ago 
arrived at these shores from the Mediterranean East. Since 
then its nature has been that of an open, business-oriented 
and welcoming city, which brings a good destination for 
travellers.

MALAGA CITY INFRASTRUCTURES 
MALAGA CONNECTIONS

How to get there? Málaga is a hub of communications with 
an enormous potential, a meeting point daily linked with 
Europe, the Atlantic and particularly the Med.

Malaga International airport

The international airport is very close to the city and the 
port, only a 15 min drive. Visitors’ spectacular growth, with 
over 14 million passengers, is directly favored by the daily 
flight connections to over 130 worldwide destinations, 
among which there are non-stop flights from UK, Germany, 
Scandinavia and the rest of Europe and also from capital 
cities such as Moscow, Montreal, New York, Middle East 
and Southern Asia, the last two via Istanbul on a daily flight 
connection basis.

Central Railway station

The central railway station is located right in the heart of 
the city and next to the port. Through the very comfortable 
Spanish high-speed train AVE, Malaga counts on national 
connections to the main large cities of Spain: Barcelona 
(5h30), Cordoba (1h05), Madrid (2h30), Seville (1h25) and 
Granada (45), among others.

Road connections

The Port of Málaga is conveniently connected to the region’s 
main arterial roads through a specific port access, reaching 
destinations such as Mijas in 40 min, Marbella in 60 min, 
Granada in 90 min, or Córdoba and Seville in 2h.
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Muelle Uno / Quay One

The new waterfront in Malaga is an elegant and live shopping and 
cuisine area including a marina, which has in a short time become one 
of Malaga’s most popular places. It proudly houses the impressive 
newly-created French-modern art Centre Pompidou, and is the 
definite place for a relaxing stroll by the marina enjoying a beautiful 
sight of Malaga skyline.

Palmeral de las Sorpresas / Palm Grove Promenade

Malaga’s historical downtown and the port merge on the spectacular 
Palm Grove promenade, an exten-sion of the new marina situated 
only a few steps from the pedestrianized city centre. This beautiful 
pro-menade is duly equipped with a small cruise terminal and special 
features for the premium-class cruise ships.

Accommodation in Malaga City

Malaga City offers a total of 12,000 beds in new hotels from all 
categories, most of them recently built. The city hotels also provide a 
superb location in the city centre, close to major cultural attractions, 
restaurants and shops and very convenient also for the cruise terminals.

Tourist Information offices

The City of Malaga boasts several tourist information offices located 
at the city centre, which provide up-dated information to visitors, 
brochures and maps regarding the local attractions, timetables and 
rates. There is also an information desk at the cruise terminals in order 
to inform the passengers before visiting the city. Special mention 
deserves The Plaza de la Marina information office which counts 
with a new po-lice station which provides immediate and personal 
assistance and help in different languages. 

Malaga Cruise Shops

Malaga is always an open city thanks to this project, supported by 
more than 114 city-center-located shops which remain open on 
national bank holidays and Sundays whenever there is a cruise call.
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EVENTS IN MALAGA / WHAT’S GOING ON  

   ·  Carnival (February) 
   ·  Holy Week (March/April)
   ·  Spanish Film Festival (April)
   ·  Malaga Gastronomy Festival (end of April/beginning of May)
   ·  Night in White (May)
   ·  Fair of Malaga (second week of August)
   ·  Larios Fashion Week (September)
   ·  Malaga Marathon (December)

NEW BRANDS IN MALAGA 2015-2016-2017 

   ·  Centre Pompidou Malaga
   ·  St. Petersburg museum Art Collection 
   ·  Cathedral’s roof top
   ·  Fine Arts & Archeological Museum
   ·  Málaga Pass
   ·  Gourmet Markets
   ·  Miramar Hotel (GL 5*)

MALAGA CITY SHORE EXCURSIONS 

With the aim to provide a clear idea of the shorex potential, 
Malaga Tourism Board makes some sugges-tions of possible tours 
–including length of visit and distances- which can be developed 
in the city. They are just merely suggestions or ideas according to 
the potential resources but not organized tours. In fact, Mal-aga is a 
shorex multi-option due to the very convenient locations of its best 
sites, therefore many of these tours can be shared or mixed at the 
best convenience.

FOLLOWING THE STEPS OF PICASSO

The figure of Pablo Picasso is intimately connected to Malaga, 
where he was born in 1881. This tour takes the guests closer to the 
family and artistic surroundings of his early life, visiting the places 
which later influ-enced Picasso on his paintings and providing a 
better knowledge of the artist’s personality and vast career.

Timing, sites and special remarks:
Transfer from ship pier to downtown (10 minutes)

Visiting Picasso’s birthplace (15 minutes)

Walking (5 minutes)

Visiting Malaga Picasso Museum (45 minutes)

Walking (5 minutes)

Visiting the Cathedral of Malaga (30 minutes). Alternative tour: Panoramic visit to 
Cathedral’s roof top: *Note 200 steps to climb

Walking to restaurant (5 mints)

Tapa or wine tasting in a restaurant located at downtown (30 minutes).

Free time for shopping (30 minutes)

Transfer to ship pier (10 minutes)

Lenght of visit: 3h15
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MALAGA MONUMENTAL HIGHLIGHTS

The city of Malaga boasts a huge monumental heritage. This tour 
shows the millennial city centre, founded by Phoenicians and 
currently transformed into a stunning mixture of Roman architecture 
dated when Mal-aga was declared a confederated city in the 
Roman Empire, Arab architecture and Catholic monuments, as its 
eye-catching Cathedral. A marvelous travel through the centuries.

Timing, sites and special remarks:
Transfer (15 minutes)

Visiting Gibralfaro Castle (Arab style, 14th century) - panoramic views (30 minutes)

Transfer to city centre (15 minutes)

Walking (5 minutes)

Visiting La Alcazaba fortress (Arab style, 11th century) & Roman Theatre (1st 
century) (60 minutes)

Walking (5 minutes)

Visiting Malaga’s Cathedral (Renaissance style, 17th century) (30 minutes). 
Alternative tour: Panoramic visit to Cathedral’s roof top: *Note 200 steps to climb

Free time for shopping (30 minutes)

Transfer to ship pier (10 minutes)

Length of visit: 3h20 
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A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS IN MALAGA

This beautiful excursion shows the Arab heritage of the city, and 
will allow visitors to plunge into the Mala-ga from ‘‘A thousand and 
one nights’’, discovering the wonderful architecture of those times, 
perfectly conserved until today.

Timing, sites and special remarks:
Transfer (15 minutes).

Visiting Gibralfaro Castle (Arab style, 14th century) - panoramic views (30 minutes)

Transfer to city centre (15 minutes)

Walking (5 minutes)

Visiting La Alcazaba fortress (Arab style, 11th century) & Roman Theatre (1st 
century) (60 minutes)

Walking guided tour (5 minutes)

One option to choose: Visiting the Arab Baths (60 minutes) / Tapa snack or wine 
tasting (30 minutes) and free time (30 minutes)

Walking guided tour (5 minutes)

Length of visit: 3h15 



ART & PASSION

Art and passion are deeply present at Malaga’s local lifestyle. 
Focused on the Mediterranean personality basis, this tour offers a 
wide range of art, from the largest vintage cars collection in Europe 
to the Centre Pompidou Malaga with one of the world’s finest 
modern art collections or the impressive Russian collec-tion from 
St. Petersburg City, without forgetting the UNESCO’s intangible 
cultural heritage, Flamenco, per-formed live by the best local artists.

Timing, sites and special remarks:
Transfer (5 minutes)

Visiting the Centre Pompidou Malaga – modern art (30 minutes) or Carmen 
Thyssen Museum – Spanish paintings 19th &20th century (45 minutes)

Transfer (15 minutes)

Visiting the Vintage Automobile Museum of Malaga or Saint Petersburg City Art 
Collection (30 minutes)

Optional: Tour around the museum on board some model cars (10 minutes)

Transfer (15 minutes)

Flamenco performance (30 minutes)

Free time for shopping at the city centre (30 minutes)

Transfer to ship pier (10 minutes)

Length of visit: 2h55 / 3h15
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ADVENTURES IN MALAGA

Malaga is a true paradise for the nature lovers and the visitors 
seeking for adventure activities. The bird-watching lovers are 
in luck at the Guadalhorce river mouth which counts on one of 
Spain’s most spectacu-lar migratory birds population. But if visitors 
are looking to have some fun in the nature, there is a wide range 
of activities at Montes de Malaga natural park, such as climbing, 
trekking or grape treading, among others.

Timing, sites and special remarks:

Option A

Transfer to Malaga Hills Natural Park 
(30 minutes)

Activity in the nature (60 minutes)

Rural local food cooking lessons or 
Grape treading (30 minutes)

Transfer to city centre (30 minutes)

Free time in the city (30 minutes)

Transfer to ship pier (10 minutes)

Length of visit: 3h10

Option B

Transfer to Guadalhorce river mouth 
(20 minutes)

Bird watching (60 minutes)

Transfer to city centre (20 minutes)

Urban bird watching around Malaga’s 
downtown (60 minutes)

Transfer to ship pier (10 minutes)

Length of visit: 2h50



ACCESSIBLE MALAGA

Malaga boasts a pedestrianized city centre, full of leading cultural 
attractions situated in a very convenient location and very handy, 
providing facilities for persons with reduced mobility (PRM), such 
as ramps and lifts in order to avoid any difficulty. A city with more 
than 700 accessible points.

Timing, sites and special remarks:
Transfer from ship pier to the city centre and sightseeing tour around the city 
centre (30 minutes)

Accessible itinerary for PRM (5 minutes)

Visiting Malaga Picasso museum (Lift) (60 minutes)

Accessible itinerary for PRM (5 minutes)

Visiting Malaga’s Cathedral (Ramps) (30 minutes)

Accessible itinerary for PRM (5 minutes)

Visiting Carmen Thyssen Malaga museum ( Lift) (30 minutes)

Accessible itinerary for PRM (5 minutes)

Free time (30 minutes)

Transfer to city ship pier (10 minutes)

Length of visit: 3h30
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EXPLORING MALAGA

The city of Malaga boasts a nice, clean and safe pedestrian-only city 
centre, combining modernist buildings and stunning monuments 
with a bustling life around its commercial district. It is very easy to 
walk around the downtown, however if alternatively you choose 
to explore the city riding the different transportation options, such 
as bike or segway, among others, you will find an exciting way to 
discover Malaga too!

Timing, sites and special remarks:
Bike or segway tours around the city centre (60 or 90 minutes).

The tours are varied but normally they include the outside visits to the main 
museums and monuments located at the city centre and the new waterfront, 
such as Centre Pompidou, Picasso Museum and Picasso’s birthplace, Thyssen Mu-
seum, Cathedral, Alcazaba fortress and Roman theatre, Atarazanas central market, 
the botanic Park of Malaga, the sea promenade and the beach and the old fishing 
village of Pedregalejo, among others.

Tapas break or free time (30 minutes)

Back to ship (15 minutes)

Length of visit:  2h15



KIDS & FUN!

Malaga is a place where families feel very comfortable, due to 
its safety and the variety of attrac-tions focused on the youngest. 
A world of sensations and experiences for having fun with all 
the family. This shore excursion suits all family members’ tastes, 
delighting childrens and adults. Kids can enjoy sea life, play music, 
draw Picasso style’s sketches and learn about exotic plants from the 
five continents.

Timing, sites and special remarks:
Transfer from ship pier (10 minutes)

Visiting the interactive sealife museum Alborania (30 minutes)

Interactive visit to Picasso Foundation or Malaga Picasso museum and painting 
games work-shop. (60 minutes)

Transfer from city centre to the tropical-botanical Garden La Concepción (20 
minutes)

Visiting the garden of La Concepcion in 80 trees from the five Continents. (45 
minutes)

Snacks served at the Botanical garden (30 minutes)

Transfer to ship pier (20 minutes)

Length of visit: 3h35

Further Information

For further information regarding tour ideas, please contact Malaga City Tourism 
Board at turismo@malaga.eu
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Málaga and Costa del 
Sol: the province

Málaga is not only a city, but also a whole province, an area of 7,300 
sqm with beautiful landscapes, a rich cultural heritage, amazing coastal 
areas, and charming white hinterland villages providing a great range 
of opportunities for shorex. The following is a selection of them:

MIJAS
Mijas combines the charm of a typical mountain town with the 
cosmopolitan vibe of its coast and the sophistication of its golf courses. 
The white houses of the town emerge from amongst the green pines 
- a village filled with picturesque spots that the famous donkey taxis 
pass through. The coast, on the other hand, is home to major tourist 
attractions and a wide range of activities, including the racetrack and 
the water park.

The town of Mijas, which has been declared a Historical-Artistic Site, 
extends across the slopes of the mountain range that bears its name. 
The old quarter has preserved traces of its Arab origins, and the 
remains of its ancient walls offer an exceptional view onto the splendid 
gardens. From here, you are treated to an amazing panoramic view of 
the Costa del Sol.
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ANTEQUERA-ARCHIDONA
Antequera is a spectacular city nestled in the heart of 

Andalucía, with an unparalleled historical and artistic 

heritage. It houses more than fifty architectural jewels 

and unique archaeological places from its history, such 

as the Dolmens of Menga, Viera and El Romeral. Its vast 

catalogue of places of interest abounds with churches, 

convents and mansions, with the Alcazaba also being 

worthy of note. Antequera additionally boasts astonishing 

natural beauty spots, including the karstic landscape of El 

Torcal.

Archidona, which lies in the shelter of the impressive Pico 

del Conjuro. the Sierra de Gracia and the Sierra de las 

Grajas, offer a multitude of landscapes and monuments 

that make it a truly unique destination. Plaza Ochavada is 

an emblem of the city, and places such as the Silla Building, 

the Mínimas Convent and the Churches of Victoria and 

Santa Ana cannot be missed.

MARBELLA
Marbella is one of the most distinguished destinations 

on the Mediterranean.  It boasts sixteen golf courses, 

four marinas, twenty-five beaches and top-level hotels. 

This glamorous city on the Costa del Sol also enjoys an 

abundance of thalassotherapy centres and spas, haute-

cuisine restaurants and exclusive clubs by the sea.

An ensemble of Roman, Arab and Christian relics can be 

found in the old quarter. The Arab wall and the Nuestra 

Señora de la Encarnación Church are samples of the city’s 

alluring cultural attractions, which, combined with the 

leisure activities the quarter has to offer, make it a visit 

not to be missed. For the keen shoppers out there, the 

best thing to do is to go to the shops on Avenida Ricardo 

Soriano, or the exclusive boutiques at Puerto Banús. 
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RONDA
Ronda boasts a monumental character that few other 

places can match. Its old quarter, which has been declared 

a Historical-Artistic Site, is a succession of buildings in all 

sorts of architectural styles as well as some thoroughly 

charming spots. From the 19th-century Alameda del Talo, 

visitors will begin to recognise the grandiose nature of 

the city described by the poet Rainer Maria Rilke as the 

“city of my dreams”, and the unique beauty of its natural 

surroundings.

FRIGILIANA-NERJA
Nerja boasts the most spectacular coastal scenery in the 

region of Axarquía. In the extreme east of the municipality, 

the slopes of the Sierra de Almijara burst into the sea, 

forming the cliffs of Maro-Cerro Gordo. A series of unspoilt, 

dreamy coves are nestled in the natural landscape. The 

rest of the coast is lined with beaches covered in dark sand 

and with crystal-clear water, which extend along the foot 

of the Balcony of Europe - a viewpoint with stunning views 

out onto the Mediterranean. The El Salvador Church, the 

Las Angustias Chapel and the Águila Aqueduct are three 

of the gems of this place’s historical heritage. However, its 

ultimate tourist attraction is the Nerja Caves.

One of the towns in Málaga that has best preserved its 

original Moorish layout is Frigiliana. Winding streets, 

alleyways and wall walks create a unique urban labyrinth of 

white houses adorned with flowers. San Antonio Church, 

the old granaries, the Ecce Homo Chapel, the remains 

of the Lízar Castle, the Mudejar quarter, the Museum of 

Archaeology in the Casa del Apero and the Palacio de 

los Condes de Frigiliana are some of its most symbolic 

monuments. 



THE CAMINITO DEL REY  

(King’s Pathway)
The Caminito del Rey is a route that will allow you to 

traverse the heart of the gorge known as Desfiladero de 

los Gaitanes via pathways in the rock located one hundred 

metres above the ground. As you do so, you’ll come across 

remote landscapes and experience dizzying sensations 

previously only within reach of experienced climbers. 

These exceptional natural surroundings have been silent 

witnesses to the history of Málaga’s industrialisation 

in the 19th and 20th century, and aside from learning 

interesting things about the area’s local geology, flora 

and fauna, you’ll also learn fascinating things about the 

pioneers of the railway and the production of electricity.  

The Northern Approach departs from the Count of 

Guadalhorce Reservoir, and is a simple route alone the 

edge of the Gaitanejo Reservoir to the Guardhouse of the 

Caminito del Rey, which then takes you to the entry point 

of the Desfiladero de los Gaitanes gorge. The Southern 

Approach departs from the El Chorro-Caminito del Rey 

Railway Station, and takes us with ease to the Guardhouse, 

located opposite the Desfiladero de los Gaitanes gorge. 

The Caminito del Rey passes between both approaches.

Granada – 90 min drive

Neighboring Granada is home to the undoubtedly 

biggest artistic legacy of Andalusia’s ancient history: the 

UNESCO-recognized World Heritage Site of Alhambra 

and Generalife.

The Alhambra was a palace, a citadel, fortress, and the 

home of the Nasrid sultans, high government officials, 

servants of the court and elite soldiers (from the 13th to 

the 14th century). Today, the monument is divided into 

four main areas: the Palaces, the military zone or Alcazaba, 

the city or Medina and the agricultural estate of the 

Generalife. All of these areas are surrounded by woods, 

gardens and orchards.

Beyond Málaga-Costa 
del Sol: Andalucía

Málaga is also the gateway to Andalusia, a rich mixture 
of landscapes, arts and traditions, history and gastromy, 
among others. The following is a selection of its main 
highlights, available for shore excursions and also for pre 
and post cruise stays.
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Cordoba – 80 min drive – 1h by train

Cordoba still bears traces of its Iberian, Roman and 

Muslim past, is rich in traditions; it has an outstanding 

architectural heritage, and its gastronomy has undergone 

a considerable resurgence with the revival of a range of 

dishes from the traditional cooking of the region.

The Great Mosque-Cathedral of Cordoba is its most 

important monument, and one of the world’s most 

amazing sites. Its history sums up the complete evolution 

of the Omeyan style in Spain, along with the Gothic, 

Renaissance and Baroque styles present in the Christian 

part of the structure.

Seville – 2h drive or by train

Seville offers visitors an impressive historic and artistic 

heritage. Its historic center, the largest in Europe, include 

monuments such as the Cathedral with its iconic Giralda 

minaret, the Alcázar, and the Historic Archive of the 

Indies, all of which have been declared World Heritage 

Sites, as well as the Fine Art Museum, the second most 

important gallery in Spain. 

Construction of the Seville Cathedral began in 1401 

over the existing mosque, whose Patio de los Naranjos 

(Courtyard of the Orange Trees) and minaret still remain. 

This magnificent Gothic cathedral is among the largest 

Christian churches in the world. The grandeur of its interior 

is the first thing that attracts visitors who walk through its 

doors for the first time.
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World Heritage Site cities:  
Ubeda and Baeza

Úbeda and Baeza are two of the most beautiful cities 

in the province of Jaen, and both of them UNESCO’s 

World Heritage Site cities since 2003. Located in south-

east Andalusia, they are compared with Italian cities due 

to their magnificent monumental old-towns with narrow 

and paved streets, based on Renaissance palaces and 

churches from the 16th and 17th centuries, which make 

them two of the few Renaissance jewels preserved in 

Spain.

Situated on hills of 750 meters high, they are surrounded 

by the Guadalquivir and Guadalimar valleys in an olive-

tree landscape, and only eight kilometers separated from 

each other.

Priego de Cordoba

In Priego de Córdoba, located in the province of Cordoba, 

the visitor will be seduced by the charm and delight of this 

wonderful town, the cradle of Spanish baroque. 

The Barrio de la Villa -the original Moorish center of the 

town- and the Balcon del Adarve -a natural balcony over 

the countryside formerly used as a defence for the town- 

are a must. Olive oil is the gastronomic jewel in the area, 

and it would be a great chance to learn more about this 

product visiting an oil mill.
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directory

www.malagaport.eu
Ph.: +34 952 125 013

E-mail: info@malagaport.eu

www.puertomalaga.com
Ph.: +34 952 125 011
Fax: +34 952 125 028

E-mail: comercial@puertomalaga.com

www.andalucia.org
Ph.: +34 951 299 300
Fax: +34 951 299 314

E-mail: marketing@andalucia.org

www.crucerosmalaga.net
Ph.: +34 952 125 026
Fax: +34 952 228 021

E-mail: info@crucerosmalaga.net

www.malagaturismo.com
Ph.: +34 951 926 061
Fax: +34 951 926 577

E-mail: turismo@malaga.eu

www.visitcostadelsol.com
Ph.: +34 952 126 272
Fax: +34 952 225 207

E-mail: info@costadelsol.travel
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